Nero pressure seal bonnet Globe Valves

Globe Valves
Pressure seal Bonnet

Body
The cylindrically shaped valve body prevents distortion or undue stress under extreme working conditions.
In addition, adequate padding ensures a sound cas structure in the critical areas.
The wall thickness is greater than, or in accordance with API, ANSI and ASME requirements.
The close tolerances of the inside diameter of this area are attained by accurate machining and honing
finish.
Bonnet
The bonnet is of a steel forging identical to the body to insure high reliability.
The bonnet has a perfect body-bonnet seal and both ease of dismantling and reassembly are insured.
The body and bonnets of our valve are carefully machined to achieve perfect coaxiality and eliminate any
misalignment which may cause damage stems.
Disc
The disc of the globe valves is a loose disc, which freely revolves around the stem, thereby preventing
friction and galling with the seating surface when the valve is shut.
The outside diameter of the disc is accurately finished and cylindrical in shape to travel along the body
guides. A stellite 6 layer is applied to the conical seating surface of the disc.
The deposit undergoes a special heat treatment to secure the required hardness and soundness. In
addition, the lapped finish ensures a perfect matting with the seats.
Stem
The stem of one-piece construction is heat treated to secure the adequate mechanical properties and
surface hardness. Accurate machining and grinding ensure that there is minimized friction during valve
opening/closing. The round head of the stem gives a point contact with the inside of the disc housing and
thus prevents galling.
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Seat
The Stellite 6 seating surface is integrally applied to the body by means of welding in all valve sizes.
Perfect mating of the disc surfaces is achieved by lapping applied to the seating surface.
Back seat
All of the valves are equipped with a backseat to allow packing replacement with the valve fully opened.
The conical shape contact seat in the bonnet assembly in integrally stellite faced.
Yoke Sleeve
The standard material of the Yoke Sleeve is nodular NI-resist D2 with over 1150°C (2100°F) dissolution
point in conformity with API Std specifications.
Available Body Material
Material
Carbon steel
Low temperature Carbon
Low temperature Carbon
5% Cr Steel
9% Cr. Steel
Low temperature 13Cr 4n
410 stainless steel
304 stainless steel
316 stainless steel
317 Stainless steel
Alloy 20
Gray iron
Ductile Iron
Available Trim Material
Nominal Trim
F6
304
F310
Hard F6
Hard faced
Hard faced
F6 and Hard F6
F6 and hard faced

Specification
A216 WCB
A352 LCB
A352 LCC
A217 C5
A217 C12
A352 CA6NM
A217 CA15
A351 CF8
A351 CF8M
A352 CG8M
A351 CN7M
A125CLB
A395

Material Type
13Cr
18Cr-8Ni
25Cr-20Ni
Hard 13Cr
Cu-Cr A
Ni- Cr
13 Cr Hard 13Cr
Cu- CrA

Material
Alloy 825
Alloy 625
Hastelloy C276
Monel 400
Nickle AL-Bz
Inconel 625
Duplex SS Gr.1
Duplex SS Gr.2
Duplex SS Gr.3
Duplex SS Gr.5
254SMO
940L SS
Titanium Gr.2

Specification
UNS N00825
A494 CW6MC
A494 CW12MW
A494 M351
B148 C95800
A494 CW6MC
A351 CD4MCu
A890 CE8MN
A890 CD6MN
A890 CE3MN
A351 CK3MCuN
A351 CN2MCuN
B381 F2

Nominal Trim
F6 and Hard faced
Monel
316
Monel and hard faced
316 and hard faced
Alloy 20
Alloy 20 and Hard faced

Material Type
13Cr Ni-Cr
Ni-Cu alloy
18Cr-88Ni
Ni-Cu alloy; Trim 5 or 5A
18Cr-8Ni; Trim 6 or 5A
19Cr-29Ni
19Cr-29Ni; trim 5 or 5A

Rating
ASME class 600 up to ASME class 2500

Option
-

Cryogenic service
Fire safety
Oxygen service
Special lining
Teflon insert
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Globe Valves
Pressure seal Bonnet
Class 600

Dimensions
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Globe Valves
Pressure seal Bonnet
Class 900

Dimensions
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Globe Valves
Pressure seal Bonnet
Class 1500

Dimensions
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Globe Valves
Pressure seal Bonnet
Class 2500

Dimensions
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